Over the last few years, argumentation systems have been gaining increasing importance in several areas of Artificial Intelligence, mainly as a vehicle for facilitating rationally justifiable decision making when handling incomplete and potentially inconsistent information. Argumentation provides a sound model for dialectical reasoning, which underlies discussions among students when solving tasks collaboratively in a CSCL environment. In this setting, we identify the problem of constructing Shared Knowledge and its related Shared Knowledge Awareness. While Shared Knowledge refers to the common knowledge students acquire when they work in a collaborative activity, Shared Knowledge Awareness is associated with the consciousness on the Shared Knowledge that a particular student has. This paper presents a novel approach to model Shared Knowledge construction and the associated Shared Knowledge Awareness through an automated argumentation system.
Introduction
Shared Knowledge (SK) concerns the common knowledge constructed by a student group when carrying out a collaborative learning activity in a CSCL environment. In this setting, Shared Knowledge Awareness (SKA) has been defined as the consciousness on the SK that this student group has when performing a specific collaborative task in a restricted moment of time [1] . Indeed, the construction of SK is strongly related to the acquisition of an appropriate level of SKA, as being aware of any knowledge (in particular SK) implies learning something about it.
Students' acquisition of SKA in CSCL scenarios is not a simple task, and a number of questions that should be considered to reach it have been proposed [1] . However, it is difficult to ascertain how to provide mechanisms to model the construction of SKA in a real CSCL system. Indeed, this problem is related to different features, in particular with characterizing the students' dialectical reasoning underlying negotiation processes when looking for an agreement or consensus about a given claim. In this context, automated argumentation systems [2] provide an interesting formalization tool, as they have matured in the last decade to become a sound setting to formalize commonsense, dialectical reasoning. Indeed, defeasible argumentation has been successfully used in legal reasoning, multiagent platforms and decision making systems among others [2, 3, 4] . This paper presents a novel approach for integrating automated argumentation systems as a support tool for characterizing SK and SKA in CSCL scenarios. Taking as a starting point the individual knowledge constructed by each student when performing a collaborative task, our goal is to provide an argument-based mechanism through which part of the SK can be constructed semi-automatically, explicitating as well its related SKA. For achieving this, the individual knowledge coming from every student will be collected in a common knowledge base K in which part of the knowledge is tentative (or defeasible). On the basis of K, different arguments (possibly in conflict) will be automatically obtained, providing additional support for the dialectical discussion performed by the students. Moreover, conflicts among arguments will be automatically detected by means of an automated argumentation system. The system will also determine which arguments ultimately prevail in a discussion, which will be called warranted arguments. In our proposal, such warranted arguments will provide a part of the SK among students, whereas visualization and explanation facilities provided by the argumentation system will help to make explicit the associated SKA.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the concepts of SK and SKA. Section 3 provides an overview of the fundamentals of argumentation systems. Section 4 describes our proposal for modelling SK and SKA construction in CSCL by means of an automated argumentation system. Section 5 discusses the feasibility aspects of our proposal and presents a case study. Section 6 discusses related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes and discusses future work.
Shared Knowledge and Shared Knowledge Awareness
Shared Knowledge (SK) concerns the common knowledge constructed by a group of students when carrying out a collaborative learning activity in a CSCL environment. It refers to the understanding that any student of the group has about several aspects of the collaborative work, including coordination, strategy communications, monitoring, and shared comprehension of the problem [1] . In this context, Shared Knowledge Awareness (SKA) has been defined as the consciousness on the shared knowledge that a particular student group has when carrying out a specific collaborative learning activity in a CSCL environment in a restricted moment of time [1] .
Students' acquisition of SKA in CSCL scenarios is not a simple task, and it is difficult to ascertain how to provide mechanisms to model the construction of SKA in a real CSCL system. In that respect, a number of questions that should be considered to reach it have been proposed [1] . In addition, some guidelines were outlined to ensure the existence of appropriate reinforcement elements in a CSCL interface related to SKA [5] . However, those proposals focus on modelling the individual perception of the collaborative task, as it is the student who has to answer the questions mentioned before, or who will perceive a particular CSCL interface. Even when the construction of the SKA relies on individual introspective activities carried out by each student, the outcome of discussions performed within the group is crucial to detect the SK and to understand the group dynamics, i.e. to construct SKA.
In the above scenario, a dialectical discussion is normally performed among students when solving a collaborative task to be aware of the SK they have. This discussion includes the exchange of objective information or facts, as well as incomplete (and sometimes contradictory) perceptions of the reality related to the task to be solved, as most human activities have to deal with uncertainty and lack of complete information in the real world. In such discussion the participants may be biased in their opinions (given their own preferences, beliefs, etc.), so that a careful analysis of arguments and counterarguments advanced during the discussion is required to determine whether some particular belief is actually accepted by the group.
Modelling dialectical discussions in CSCL scenarios and their relationship with SK and SKA construction is a challenging issue nowadays. It implies moving the focus from the analysis of the isolated student perception to the study of the exchanged information within the group and its dynamics. In that respect, different alternatives have been recently proposed for identifying common aspects of dialogues in CSCL, such as the study of the students' focus of attention [6] , the visualization of discussion and agreement during online discussions [7] , or the analysis of the textbased communication in a web-based CSCW system [8, 9] . However, to the best of our knowledge, none of those existing approaches incorporate automated argumentation systems for providing support to model conflicting situations in the dialectical communication in CSCL. Besides, most of such approaches make use of a slightly cryptic concept of SKA which is not explicitly presented to students. Argumentation systems are advantageous in this context, as they can be used to explore automatically all possible arguments associated with a given claim on the basis of the students' knowledge, helping them to clearly identify why their claims hold (or do not hold), minimizing thus the bias present in the learning process. As we will see next, automated argumentation systems can also provide a rich formal framework for computing explicit SKA, thus characterizing a crucial part of the SK construction in CSCL scenarios.
Argumentation Systems: a brief overview
Argumentation is an important aspect of human decision making. In many situations of every day's life, people when faced with new information need to ponder its consequences, in particular when attempting to understand problems and come to a decision. Argumentation systems [2] are increasingly being considered for applications in developing software engineering tools, constituting an important component of multiagent systems for negotiation, problem solving, and for the fusion of data and knowledge. Such systems implement a dialectical reasoning process by determining whether a proposition follows from certain assumptions, analyzing whether some of those assumptions can be disproved by other assumptions in our premises. In this way, an argumentation system provides valuable help to analyze which assumptions from our knowledge base were really giving rise the inconsistency and which assumptions were harmless. Argumentation systems typically refer to two kinds of knowledge: strict and defeasible knowledge. Strict knowledge (K S ) corresponds to the knowledge which is certain; typical elements in K S are statements or undisputable facts about the world, or mathematical truths (e.g. implications of the form (∀x)P(x)→Q(x). The strict knowledge is consistent, i.e. no contradictory conclusions can be derived from it. On the other hand, defeasible knowledge (K D ) corresponds to that knowledge which is tentative, modelled through "rules with exceptions" (defeasible rules) of the form "if P then usually Q" (e.g., "if something is a bird, it usually flies"). Such rules model our incomplete knowledge about the world, as they can have exceptions (e.g., a penguin, a dead bird, etc.). Syntactically, a special symbol (⇒) is used to distinguish "defeasible" rules from logical implications.
Argumentation systems allow the user to define a knowledge base K = K S ∪ K D involving strict and defeasible knowledge. An argument A for a claim c is basically some "tentative proof" (formally, a ground instance of a subset of K D ) for concluding c from A ∪ K S [10] . Arguments must additionally satisfy the requirement of consistency (an argument cannot include contradictory propositions) and minimality (by not including repeated or unnecessary information). Conflicting arguments may emerge from K; intuitively, an argument A attacks another argument B whenever both of them cannot be accepted at the same time, as that would lead to contradictory conclusions. Let us consider an illustrative example: 
f] If X looks dead, then this is a tentative reason to believe that X is dead. [g] If X looks dead but moves by itself when touched, then usually X is not dead.

From this knowledge base K={[a],[b],[c],[d],[e],[f],[g]} different arguments may arise, some of them conflicting with each other. Let us consider some cases.
ArgA = {[a], [d]} is an argument for concluding that the black widow "bw" found on the floor is dangerous, as it is a spider [a] and spiders are usually dangerous [d]. ArgB = {[a], [b], [e], [f]} is an argument for concluding that the black widow "bw" is not dangerous, as it is a spider [a] which looks dead [b], and if something looks dead, this usually means that it is actually dead [f]. And if the spider "bw" is dead, then we can believe that it is not dangerous [e].
Clearly, arguments ArgA and ArgB are in conflict. They contradict each other as they lead to opposite conclusions. Note that another argument can be considered, which attacks Arg:
ArgC = {[b], [c], [g]} is an argument for concluding that the black widow "bw" is not dead, as "bw" looks dead [b] but moves by itself when touched [c], and this usually means that it is not dead [g]. So we can conclude that "bw" is not dead. Arguments ArgB and ArgC are also in conflict, but do not have opposite conclusions. Instead, the conclusion of ArgC ("bw is not dead") is contradicting an inner element in ArgB ("bw is dead").
The previous example illustrates two kinds of possible "attacks" between arguments in argumentation systems: symmetric attack (arguments with opposite conclusions) and undercutting attack (an argument attacks some "subargument" in another argument). The notion of defeat comes then into play to decide which argument should be preferred. An argument A defeats an argument B whenever A attacks B, and besides, A is preferred over the attacked part in B (with respect to some preference criterion). The criterion for defeat can be defined in many ways, being a partial order ≤ among arguments. Thus, for example, arguments can be preferred according to the source (e.g. when having arguments about weather, the argument of a meteorologist should be stronger than the argument of a layman). As a generic criterion, it is also common to prefer those arguments which are more direct or more informed. This is known as the specificity principle (see [10] ). For example, if the arguments ArgA and ArgB from Example 1 are considered, both arguments are in conflict, and attack each other. However, argument ArgB is strictly more specific than argument ArgA. Therefore, ArgB is preferred over ArgA. In the second case, argument ArgC is as specific as argument ArgB, as the attacker and the attacked part are equally specific. Fig. 1 (a) illustrates the notions of knowledge base, argument and conflict between arguments associated with Example 1.
1 Note that arguments are usually abstracted away as triangles with the conclusion on top, and inside the defeasible rules used to reach the conclusion. Note that the notion of defeat among arguments may lead to complex "cascade" situations: an argument A may be defeated by an argument B, which in turn may be defeated by an argument C, and so on. Besides, every argument involved may have on its turn more than one defeater. Argumentation systems allow us to determine when a given argument is considered as ultimately acceptable with respect to the knowledge we have available by means of a dialectical analysis, which takes the form of a tree-like structure called dialectical tree. The root of the tree is a given argument A supporting some claim, and children nodes for the root are those defeaters B 1 , B 2 , .. B k for A. The process is repeated recursively on every defeater B i , until all possible arguments have been considered. Leaves are arguments without defeaters. Some additional restrictions apply (e.g., the same argument cannot be used twice in a path, as that would be fallacious and would lead to infinite paths). A marking procedure can be then performed for "marking" the nodes in the tree. Leaves will be "undefeated" nodes (or "U" nodes, for short), as they have no defeaters. Then we can propagate the marking from the leaves upward to the root as follows: an inner argument A i in the tree will be marked as a "defeated" node ("D" node) if it has at least one "undefeated" child. Otherwise, if every child of A i is a "D" node, then A i will be marked as "U" node. If the root of a dialectical tree (the argument Arg) turns out to be marked as "U" node, then it is ultimately undefeated (given the knowledge available), so that the argument Arg (and its conclusion) is said to be warranted (i.e. ultimately accepted). Fig. 1(b) illustrates the dialectical analysis rooted in argument ArgA with respect to Example 1. In this particular example the dialectical tree involves just one branch, as ArgA has one defeater ArgB, which in turn is defeated by ArgC. Note that the marking procedure makes ArgC to be considered a "U" node (undefeated), as it has no defeaters. ArgB is then a "D" node (defeated), as it has at least one undefeated child (ArgC). The root of the tree (ArgA) is a "U" node, as every of its children (i.e., the argument ArgB) is marked as a "D" node. Consequently, ArgA and its conclusion "bw is dangerous" are warranted. Clearly, in complex situations the dialectical tree can actually involve many branches, each of them with several arguments, as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
lectical tree associated with any particular claim (provided by the user as an input). In this context, Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP) 3 is a general-purpose argumentation system which has been particularly successful in real-world applications (e.g. recommender systems [11] and decision support systems [12] ), providing an integrated environment for defining a knowledge base and solving user queries (claims) interactively. For any claim the DeLP engine automatically computes and visualizes the emerging dialectical tree, which acts as an explanation facility for the user, helping him to understand why the given claim is warranted or not. As we have seen in this Section, warranted arguments support beliefs that are accepted beyond dispute on the basis of the knowledge available. This notion can be applied in different contexts. In particular, in multiple-party reasoning, where a group of several people participate on the basis of some common knowledge (e.g. students in a CSCL scenario), warranted arguments can be seen as supporting beliefs which are part of the shared knowledge of the group. In the next section we will analyze how this idea can be integrated in a CSCL framework to characterize part of the emerging SK and its associated SKA by making use of a general-purpose argumentation system like DeLP as a support tool.
A Framework for Modelling SK and SKA through Argumentation as a Support Tool
In what follows we will present a generic framework for integrating an automated argumentation system like DeLP as a support tool for dialectical discussions in a CSCL framework. Our framework will allow to model dialectical analyses carried out by participants in CSCL scenarios, helping them to identify the emerging SK and the explicit specification of its associated SKA. As a starting point we will consider the individual knowledge constructed by different students when performing a collaborative task (probably expressed in natural language and stored in a generic CSCL platform). We depart from the assumption that the knowledge required for solving the collaborative task is complex, so that students should be able to integrate different perspectives and conflicting opinions about the task to be solved.
Our goal is that participating students can make use of the reasoning and visualization capabilities provided by the argumentation system in order to support part of their SK construction as well as making explicit its associated SKA. Since knowledge is normally constructed iteratively by using several alternative tools (e.g. concept maps, virtual blackboards, etc.), in some cases the SK construction derived from our proposal can be later extended by means of these tools. Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of the framework that characterizes the proposed model. For the sake of simplicity, in Fig. 2 we restrict ourselves to a particular group of only two students S1 and S2, although the proposal can be generalized to more participants. Our proposal is based on extending a conventional CSCL framework by adding the following elements: -A knowledge base K which stores the individual knowledge (characterized in terms of facts and defeasible rules) constructed by each student at the beginning of the collaborative learning process. -An automated argumentation system (as described in Section 3) capable of solving students' queries associated with potential claims, providing as well visualization facilities for analyzing results (e.g. visualizing the dialectical tree). -A Knowledge Engineer (KE) with a solid understanding of argumentation in general and of the deployed argumentation system in particular. In many cases, with the appropriate training and support, the teacher involved in the CSCL learning process will be able to assume this role.
At the beginning, every student in the group has to exchange messages with the KE about what he/she has learnt. 4 Note that the KE is not necessarily an expert in the task to be solved collaboratively. Instead, his role will be translating different pieces of knowledge provided by each student Si (in natural language) into a set Ki of facts (strict knowledge) and defeasible rules (representing defeasible knowledge the student has learnt). This set Ki is then included as part of the knowledge base K. This exchange involves an active participation of both the student and the KE, until the student is satisfied with what the KE has written. Note that by doing this, each student has to perform a metacognition activity (construction of the Individual Knowledge and the Individual Knowledge Awareness) on the basis of the disagreements he/she has had with the KE. Indeed, the student can go back and forth in the learning process to complete, reinforce or enhance his/her individual knowledge until he/she is satisfied with the representation adopted by the KE. It must be remarked that the KE is only in charge of translating the student statements into facts or defeasible rules without judging them (i.e. whether they are true or false). In addition, the KE is not contrasting the student's contribution against the information already stored in K (coming from other participants). This way, possibly inconsistent, incomplete and contradictory rules will be added to K, which will store the sum of the individual knowledge coming from every student in the group.
When the students meet again (oval "Group" in Fig. 2 ) to solve the original task T, they are allowed to see everyone's contribution in K, so that their SK about how to solve the task T is in principle the sum of the knowledge of all participants involved (expressed in terms of facts and rules). Note that the visualization of K itself provides an explicit element which models part of the current SKA of the group (elements explicitating SKA are depicted in grey in Fig. 2 ). As usual in every CSCL learning process, students will have now to agree about their SK as a necessary step for solving T. In order to do this a dialectical discussion is performed among students, complemented by other activities (dotted lines in Fig. 2 , as e.g. the joint drawing of concept maps). This dialectical discussion is aimed to achieve a consensus about the SK and tends naturally to be biased (given each student's previous knowledge and profile). For minimizing this bias and providing additional support for modelling the students' dialogues, our proposal incorporates the automatic computation of arguments.
Fig. 2:
Outline of the Framework. S1 and S2 represent two students, K1 and K2 represent the students' knowledge, and KE stands for Knowledge Engineer support. Indeed, students will be able to analyze different claims by posing queries using the front-end from an argumentation system environment (as the one provided by DeLP). Based on K and by means of the provided argument-based engine, queries will allow to automatically find warranted arguments supporting a given claim. This way, potential disagreements among students can be analyzed, discussed and solved on the basis of a formal, objective approach which only relies on the available information stored in K, which stands for the sum of individual knowledge of all participants involved. As a result from this process, students will be able to identify what we call Argument-Based Shared Knowledge (ArgSK). As depicted in Fig. 2 , this ArgSK will be formed by the sum of all individual facts in K (contributed by each student), as well as by all those warranted arguments derived from students' queries (as they are ultimately accepted on the basis of the sum of the students' individual knowledge). Besides, the visualization of the dialectical tree associated with every warranted argument provides an additional, explicit element that characterizes what we call Argument-Based Shared Knowledge Awareness (ArgSKA): students are aware of how different conflicting pieces of knowledge are related to each other, why some of such pieces should be deemed as warranted (and some others should not), and how their own individual knowledge may be in conflict with other participants' knowledge. At the end of the construction of SK and SKA, ArgSK can be translated again to natural language sentences with the help of the KE, if necessary. This translation will help students to provide an adequate solution to the original task T to be collaboratively solved. Finally, the translated ArgSK and the corresponding ArgSKA evidence (visualization of dialectical trees) can be added to the global SK of the group, which will use these new rationally justified (and consequently unbiased) knowledge to solve T by carrying out the next steps of the CSCL process.
Proof of Concept: a case study
This section summarizes a Proof of Concept to show the workability and feasibility of the framework proposed in Section 4. First, a feasibility analysis is presented to ensure that our proposal can be deployed in CSCL frameworks in a useful manner within reasonable costs. Second, a case study is presented to illustrate how the framework works in a concrete situation.
Feasibility Analysis
Our proposal requires an automated argumentation system to be integrated in the CSCL platform, which should include an appropriate front-end for posing queries, and facilities for defining a knowledge base and visualizing results of the computation of the underlying argumentation engine (e.g. dialectical trees). As already mentioned in Section 3, several of such kinds of platforms are freely available nowadays [13, 14] , providing appropriate software tools to compute ArgSK and ArgSKA with reasonable costs (including economical resources, time consumption, etc.). Thus, automated argumentation systems can be seen as a first step on the construction of argument-based modules to be completely embedded in a particular CSCL environment.
Clearly, costs associated with the inclusion of a Knowledge Engineer (KE) along the use of the proposed framework must be also considered. In that respect, it must be noted that existing argument-based platforms are not specially oriented towards experts on argumentation, but rather towards general users with a conceptual understanding about the meaning of facts, rules and inference by means of rule chaining. Such concepts are intuitive and suitable for students to learn and use (assuming they have basic abstract thinking abilities). Thus, the coordinator of the CSCL proposal (e.g. the teacher) can be also expected to act in the role of the KE, translating sentences from natural language into defeasible rules and facts (required to construct the knowledge base) while keeping an active dialogue and participation from the students. The existence of graphical front-ends included in some argumentation platforms [14] minimizes the complexity of text input for rules and facts as well as the interpretation of obtained results. Finally, from the CSCL viewpoint, it must be remarked that the integration of Artificial Intelligence techniques and CSCL has proven to be fruitful, resulting in systems such as I-MINDS [15] or SCALE [16] .
A case study
Consider the following case study: Computer Science students from three different universities U 1 , U 2 and U 3 (located in different cities) have to solve an activity collaboratively in a CSCL scenario. The activity is structured using the JIGSAW technique [17] and includes the task T of detecting good and bad features in different configurations of a personal computer model called "pcu" (acronym for "PC for universities"), which is the computer model available in the computer labs of the three universities (e.g. the three labs have pcu's with the same configuration, devices, etc). The students are divided into small groups of three people, each of them belonging to a different university. Following the JIGSAW technique, each member of the group will be responsible for analyzing a different piece of knowledge when constructing his/her Individual Knowledge. Let us focus on one jigsaw group G formed by three students, namely S 1 , S 2 and S 3 . As stated before, we will assume that S 1 , S 2 and S 3 are using a particular CSCL system to solve T, as they are located in different cities. For the sake of example the students must learn about different topics related to pcu's as follows: 1) S 1 is assigned the topic "input/output devices"; 2) S 2 is assigned the topic "memory devices"; and 3) S 3 is assigned the topic "processors". Let us assume that students have already constructed their Individual Knowledge and they are coming back to the group G to solve T. At this moment, S 1 , S 2 and S 3 have to present a well-organized report to the others members of G about the topic each of them has studied. The immediate goal is to construct SK and SKA in order to solve T. As a part of their SK and SKA, students are offered to construct their ArgSK and ArgSKA. Following our proposal, an automated argumentation platform is integrated with the CSCL scenario. It includes a knowledge base K (empty at the beginning), an inference engine for computing arguments and a suitable front-end for posing queries and visualizing results. Besides, a Knowledge Engineer (KE) will help S 1 , S 2 and S 3 to translate their individual knowledge into facts and defeasible rules. First, each student S i exchanges (separately) messages with the KE about what he/she knows, and the KE writes down this in terms of rules and facts. Following our example, suppose that student S 1 has acquired knowledge about printers (as they are I/O devices). He/she has learnt the following: 5 hp1020 and hp1018 are usually abbreviations of laser printers. Laser printers work ok if the computer has a good RAM memory. Inkjet printers work usually ok with any kind of computers. Besides, S 1 has checked the computer model "pcu" (the object of study) and has seen that there was a printer connected, namely the hp1020. In the same way, S 2 has studied memory devices. He/she has learnt that a RAM memory of 256 Mb or more is usually good enough for a computer, unless you want to use it with a laser printer, since in such a case a RAM of 256 KB has slow access, which is usually not a good feature. In addition, S 2 has checked the computer model "pcu" and has seen that the computer had 256Mb of RAM memory (note that S 2 doesn't know anything about processors or printers, he just knows that they appeared as related concepts when learning about memory devices). Concerning S 3 , he/she has individual knowledge about processors. He/she has learnt that if a computer has a processor double-core, then the processor is usually fast. Pentium processors result in slow access time for RAM memory. An exception are Pentiums with the special swap technology, which do not have this problem. He/she has checked the computer model "pcu" and has seen that it has a Pentium processor with "swap technology". At the end of all the dialogues between S 1 , S 2 and S 3 with the KE, the knowledge base K stores the sum of the three students' individual knowledge, which could have been written down by the KE as follows: Now, consider that as part of task T to solve (detecting good and bad features in different configurations of a "pcu"), S 1 , S 2 and S 3 are discussing about the piece of knowledge "printer_ok(pc)", which stands for the claim "is it ok to have a printer connected to the computer pcu?". By analyzing the individual knowledge provided by each S i separately, the members of G cannot infer anything (except from the facts provided). However, if they jointly consider all the information stored in K (which accounts for part of their SK) they can rely on the automated argumentation system to automatically compute a dialectical tree rooted in the above claim, which will include all possible combinations of arguments and defeaters related to the claim. This way, they can guarantee that those pieces of knowledge subject to dialectical discussions will be part of the SK only they are warranted on the basis of the joint knowledge of the group, thus avoiding dialectical discussion based on incomplete and biased perceptions of reality. Hence, if the claim results to be supported by a warranted argument, then the above piece of knowledge can be added to the ArgSK of G on the basis of rational and justified information. In this particular example, S 1 , S 2 and S 3 will obtain a warranted argument supporting the claim "printer_ok(pcu)" (as the warranted argument Arg1 supports it), and they will add the claim to their ArgSK. Note that the claim is deemed as warranted by the underlying argumentation system, based on the dialectical tree shown in Fig. 3 . Besides, S 1 , S 2 and S 3 will visualize the dialectical tree shown in Fig. 3 (left) , which explicitates a rational justification of the obtained results. Indeed, it can be seen that there exist an argument Arg1 supporting "printer_ok(pcu)", which can be obtained by combining knowledge from S 1 and S 2 . The argument is based on knowing that "pcu" has enough RAM memory to support hp1020, the laser printer connected to it. However, Arg1 is defeated by Arg2, which supports the claim "~ram_memory (pcu, good)" (the student who studied memory devices provided a defeasible rule which states that 256 Mb usually do not suffice for a laser printer to run ok). But this argument Arg2 is on its turn defeated by Arg3 standing for "~ram_slow_access(pcu)" (the student who studied processors provided a defeasible rule which states that computers with Pentium processors with swap technology, as it is the case here, do not have problems with RAM of 256 Mb). This way, the visualization of the tree will be linked to the ArgSKA associated with the claim under consideration, helping S 1 , S 2 and S 3 to be aware of their own SK. Later on, S 1 , S 2 and S 3 will be able to use the piece of warranted knowledge (the fact that the printer connected will work ok) when going further on the resolution of T. Arg3 knowledge acquisition in CSCL by scripting [18] . Another example is shown in [19] , where a Knowledge-Building Environment (a software platform intended to support collaborative learning) is proposed. Indeed, the process model of knowledge-building presented in [19] provides a conceptual framework for the design, use and assessment of collaborative systems. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no other approaches to extend a generic CSCL platform by incorporating automatic computation of SK as presented in this paper. Concerning knowledge awareness, Collazos et al. have defined the notion of SKA [1] . In addition, Ogata and Yano have proposed a mechanism to model it based on the activities performed by the students [20] . Indeed, in [20] an information filtering process is performed, referring to both finding desired information (filtering in) and eliminating that which is undesirable (filtering out). Another relevant contribution is shown in [21] , where graphical representations are suggested to foster externalized cognition and enhance the cognitive processes of managing knowledge and information in resource-based learning and problem solving environments. In this case, knowledge and information visualizations have been shown to be effective for enhancing the cognitive processes of learning [22] . Particularly, digital concept maps seem to have a potential as cognitive tools to enhance individual and group-related cognitive processes in resource-based learning and problem solving [22] . However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no other proposals for automated construction of explicit SKA as presented here.
Related Work
Finally, it must be remarked that recent research has led to some interesting results to model dialectical discussions and negotiation in CSCL scenarios. For example, [23] discusses the understanding and participation in scientific discourses. Gervasi et al. [24] have proposed a mechanism to manage dialectical discussions when a group of people want to collaboratively define requirements in natural language. However, their proposal is based on constraint satisfaction techniques, and does not consider the use of argumentation. [25] and [26] have considered the use of argumentation and analytic reasoning on CSCL systems. However, these approaches are focused on argumentation as a meta-cognitive activity, not taking into account the automatization of argumentation nor aiming at the explicit construction of SKA, as proposed in this paper. A very interesting research work with some similarities to our approach is presented in [27] , where the notion of negotiating about shared knowledge in CSCL is defined. A quantification of shared knowledge (called "degreement") is provided. Students can negotiate their beliefs about facts with the teacher, characterizing their own "perspective" as a result of this process. Interestingly, [27] mention also "argument exchange" as part of the SKA process. However, their approach does not rely on the use of a formal argumentation system, as in our case.
Conclusions. Future Work.
Shared Knowledge (SK) and its related Shared Knowledge Awareness (SKA) are key concepts to ensure an appropriate performance when solving activities collaboratively in a CSCL scenario. In this paper we have presented a novel approach for integrating automated argumentation systems as a support tool for characterizing SK and SKA in CSCL scenarios. Taking as starting point dialectical discussion of students performed in natural language when constructing SK and SKA, we have shown how argumentation systems can be used to model SK in terms of a general knowledge base which includes the individual knowledge of every participant.
The notion of warranted argument and its automated computation and visualization by means of dialectical trees provides a way of characterizing what we have called ArgSK and ArgSKA. The generic framework presented here has been tested in a prototypical version under different situations (all of them involving the resolution of a given task by collaboration), using DeLP as underlying argumentation system. At the current stage of research the obtained results account for a proof of concept of our proposal, and a full-fledged implementation (integrating CSCL and argumentation) is under development for evaluating more complex situations.
As the notions of SK and SKA are not defined using a logical formalization (as is the case for argumentation), part of our future work will be focused on establishing the scope of this proposal in real CSCL scenarios. In particular, we are interested in those cases involving a considerable volume of information or a large number of students, where the efficiency of the process required to construct the arguments is a critical problem to be solved. Research in this direction is currently being pursued.
